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...So let's create spaces where people 

work how they want. 

Let's create spaces that nurture our 
natural-being.



1945
OKAMURA IS FOUNDED BY A GROUP OF 

AVIATION ENGINEERS IN YOKOHAMA , JAPAN.

THE HISTORY OF OKAMURA OKAMURA TODAY

1957
OKAMURA DEVELOPS THE 

POPULAR MIKASA SPORTS CAR.

1960S
OKAMURA MODERNIZES OFFICE FURNITURE 

WITH A LINE OF STEEL DESKS AND CHAIRS. 

2003
OKAMURA ENTERS THE US MARKET BY 

LICENSING OUT A POPULAR ERGONOMIC CHAIR.

1980S
OKAMURA STARTS MANUFACTURING 

ERGONOMIC TASK SEATING.

US SHOWROOM

STREAMLINED GLOBAL 
DISTRIBUTION

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS 
AND PRODUCTION

FLEXIBLE PRODUCTION & 
CUSTOM CAPABILITIES

GLOBAL SALES / YEAR

SPECIALTIES

LEADING DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

. . .

. . .

OKAMURA

STEELCASE

HERMAN MILLER

MERCHANDISE MART
( CHICAGO , IL  )

HAWORTH

KNOLL

$2.9 BILLION

$2 BILLION

$1.8 BILLION

$1.4 BILLION

$0.9 BILLION



PLIMODE
Plimode is much like a well-tailored suit, a rare weave of 
elegance and fitted comfort. The back's supportive inner 
mesh layer and advanced synchro-recline, hide the comfort of 
a task chair in an exquisitely slim silhouette. The meticulously 
curated fabric offerings suit even the most discerning 
tastes. Plain knit, herringbone, hopsack and leather come 
in 33 sophisticated colors. With custom fabric capabilities 
and several other styling options, Plimode is bespoke to 
precisely fit any office environment from casual to a luxe. 

www.okamura-us.com/r/plimode



CHORAL
With a design as exquisite as it is ergonomic, 
Choral is a favorite for both designers 
and end-users. Adjust the full scope of 
ergonomic functions comfortably from 
your seat. Lumbar support and seat tension 
adjustment slides let you quickly finesse 
the fit for personal support. Choral's 
elegant form is complimented by polished 
metal detailing and a refined color palette.
 

www.okamura-us.com/r/choral

SYLPHY
Sylphy's mesh back cradles you as the 
supple frame conforms to your body and 
posture. Beyond all standard adjustments, 
Sylphy features back curve, forward tilt, 
and 3D arm adjustments, for an absolute 
custom match to any body type and work 
mode. Its playful take on modern design 
makes Sylphy fit various interior styles.

www.okamura-us.com/r/sylphy



PORTONE
The pliable frame harmonizes with your  body 
movement and adaptively supports your posture. 
And the beautifully integrated, adjustable lumbar 
support comfortably contours the curves of your back. 
All available in fully neutral tones or with a tasteful 
seat color accent in several design-forward fabrics.

www.okamura-us.com/r/portone



REPIROUE
Allowing a perching stance, Repiroue brings 
the hips forward creating a healthy s-curve 
in the spine. The stool aims to support active 
work places as one of the first seating options 
to complement height-adjustable tables. Its 
support column swivels and tilts 10° with the 
body in any direction, emulating the comfy, 
energizing bounce of a stability ball (but more 
ergonomic). The height is easily adjusted from 
22 ¼” - 32 ¹⁄8” by an omni-directional lever 
that runs under the circumference of the seat.

www.okamura-us.com/r/repiroue



SW
More freedom, more activity, more style. The SW 
collection of height-adjustable tables is intelligently 
designed and beautifully crafted to elevate office 
activity and aesthetics. SW features sweeping comfort-
sloped edges, matte high-pressure laminate, and 
concealed wiring — style and comfort in every detail.

www.okamura-us.com/r/sw



TRAVERSE
An incredibly thin tabletop seems to float over a pair of exquisitely 
canted legs, bringing a simple, yet profound presence to the 
conference room. Wiring is concealed in the legs, supplying 
power to tech cradles discreetly tucked under the tabletop — in 
reach but out of sight. Robust support, veiled in ethereal beauty.

www.okamura-us.com/r/traverse



ALT PIAZZA
Alt Piazza is a café-style collection of bars, tables and 
seating that creates supplemental workspaces for 
light work and casual meetings. Okamura developed 
Alt Piazza to support the values of the emerging 
workforce, encouraging open collaboration and 
natural-being. The collection is finished with the 
texture and aesthetic of reclaimed wood in a 
low-maintenance, durable laminate. Luxurious 
touch-sensored lights are centrally positioned 
with power outlets located under the bar top. 

www.okamura-us.com/r/altpiazza



MUFFLE
Muffle is a modular system of panels, sofas, desks, and shelves that transforms 
open spaces into cozy concentration zones. The sound-dampening panels 
double as visual screens, reducing distractions to facilitate both individual 
and group productivity. With a vast array of applications, designers can 
create several distinct settings with one beautifully cohesive office aesthetic. 

www.okamura-us.com/r/muffle



5° GO-DO
Find some Zen in a busy workplace. 5° GO-DO pairs exceptional 
acoustics with exquisite design. The beautiful felt exterior is 
reinforced by internal wadding, effectively absorbing most 
speech frequencies (.75 NRC value). The minimalist design 
doubles as a tasteful, artistic wall accent. Magnetic backing 
allows several non-adhesive, non-destructive installation options.

www.okamura-us.com/r/godo
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